
Daimont, Nathan; b. Rechitza, Gomel, Russia, Apr 29 1894. To US 1911. • Cooper Union, KS State. • Merchant, communal worker, Newport, NH; active Zionist Org of Am; Mexican border & WWI service. • See: WWL AJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Daina, Ber Leib; b. Russia. To US 1925. • Rabbi, Brooklyn; chaplain Am Legion; mem Mizrachi, Union of Orthodox Rabbis. • See: BEO AJ.

Daixel, Samuel; b. Kishinev, 1884. To US 1912. • Yiddish writer, journalist, playwright; contributor Freiheit, Zukunft; active Russian revolutionary politics. • See: UJE.


Dalinda, Joseph ZionsoI; b. Vilna, Sep 14 1885. To US 1915 as Russian representative. • U Kazan. • Industrial developer, diplomat, journalist; active US-Russian trade, Russian economic reconstruction through Am finance. • See: WWL AJ, 1938; BEO AJ.


Dallin, David Julievich; b. Rogachev, Russia, May 24 1889; d. Feb 21 1962. To US 1940. • U St Petersburg, U Berlin, PhD U Heidelberg. • Author, journalist, NYC; specialty: Soviet affairs; mem Menshevik Central Com. • See: AJYB, 64:492; WWL LA, 4; NTImes, Feb 22 1962, 25:1.

DalmatrofCk, Morris (Morris the Peddler); b. Russia, ca 1898; d. NYC, Dec 1905. Peddler, known for honesty, Times Square, NYC. • See: NTImes, Dec 21 1965, 37:2.

Dalmatoffsky, Morris (Morris the Peddler); b. Russia, ca 1898; d. NYC, Dec 1905. Peddler, known for honesty, Times Square, NYC. • See: NTImes, Dec 21 1965, 37:2.


Dames, Joseph; b. NYC, Feb 1 1921; d. NYC, Feb 18 1971. Communal exec; with Am Jewish Com, Joint Defense Appeal; active Liberal Party, Am Civil Liberties Union. • See: AJYB, 73:630; NTImes, Feb 19 1971, 41:1.


Dammann, Milton; b. Washington DC, ca 1878; d. NYC, Jan 1962. Georgetown U. • Razor corp exec, Brooklyn; pres Chamber of Commerce; counsel hat industry; active civic affairs. • See: NTImes, Jan 16 1962, 33:2.

Damrosch, Frank Heino; b. Breslau, June 22 1859; d. NYC, Oct 22 1937. CCNY; honorary degree. • Music educator, organist, choir dir, conductor, Denver, NYC; with Denver public schools; fdr Inst of Musical Art; chorus dir Metropolitan Opera. • See: UJE; EJ (sub Damrosch); AJYB, 24:130; WWL AJ, 1; DAB; NTImes, Oct 23 1937, 17:3.

Damrosch, Leopold; b. poseen, Oct 22 1832; d. Feb 15 1885. To NYC 1871. • MD U Berlin. • Conductor, composer, violinist, NYC; with Breslau Philharmonic, Metropolitan Opera; fdr musical orgs. • See: JE; UJE; EJ (sub Damrosch); DAB; NTImes, Feb 16 1885, 1:7.

Damrosch, Walter; b. Poseen, 1832; d. NYC, 1885. To US 1871. • Conductor, composer, Breslau, NYC; fdr Oratorio Soc, NY Metropolitan Opera, NY Symphony Soc. • See: EJ (sub Damrosch).
Danenberg, Joseph G; b. Dayton, OH, Sep 10 1880.
Communal worker, Milwaukee; officer Fedn of Jewish Charities, synagog. • See: WWAJF, 1928.

D'Ancona, Arnold Abraham; b. Brooklyn, Apr 29 1860.
MD U CA. • Physician, San Francisco; mem Bd of Supervisors; dean U CA med school. • See: AYB, 6(1904-1905):79, 80.

D'Ancona, Ezio Levi; b. Mantua, Italy, ca 1885; d. Boston, Mar 28 1941.
To US 1939. • Noted Romance language linguist; faculty U Florence, U Naples, Wellesley Coll; prolific author in field. • See: AYB, 43:356.

Daneman, Joseph G; b. Dayton, OH, Sep 10 1880.
Communal worker, Milwaukee; officer Fedn of Jewish Charities, synagog. • See: WWAJF, 1928.

Honorary degrees. • Conductor, pioneer in concert broadcasting; for NBC Music Appreciation Hour; with Metropolitan Opera, Oratorio Soc, NY Symphony Soc; autobiography. • See: UJE, E7 (sub Damrosch); AYB, 24:130; WWIWA, 3; IAB, 4; NTTimes, Dec 23 1950, 1:2.

Danbaun, Benedict F; b. Omaha, June 27 1889.
Police inspector then private detective, Omaha; earlier embalmer; active professional assn. • See: WWAJF, 1928, 1938.

Daniels, Benjamin; b. NYC, Aug 15 1898; d. NYC, July 3 1957.

Daniels, Julius; b. Roxbury, MA, June 8 1895.
Northeastern, Boston U. • Businessman, Boston; with Edison Electric; officer trade soc; active job & industrial development; WWII service. • See: WWAJF, 1938.

Danielson, Jacques; b. Moscow, July 23 1875; d. Mar 3 1952.
To US 1892. • Moscov Conservatory of Music. • Pianist, NYC, faculty NY Coll of Music; asst Steinway Hall. • See: WWIWA, 3; NTTimes, Mar 4 1952, 27:4.

Danish, Max D; b. Russia, Apr 25 1881; d. NYC, Jan 11 1964.
To US 1900. • Lawyer, labor editor, union official, author; editor ILGWU publication. • See: AYB, 66:574; NTTimes, Jan 12 1964, 92:6.

Silk mf, music patron, Philadelphia. • See: AYB, 42:477; NTTimes, Feb 18 1940, 41:3.

Dannenbaum, Harry M; b. ca 1871; d. Philadelphia, Sep 15 1938.
Businessman, philanthropist, Philadelphia. • See: AYB, 41:420; NTTimes, Sep 18 1938, 44:8.

Dannenbaum, Henry J; b. Columbia, TX, ca 1871; d. Houston, Aug 23 1940.
State district court judge, civic & communal ldr, pioneer Zionist, Houston; pres school bd; chr civil service comm; asst federal atty for prosecution of Mann Act. • See: AYB, 24:130, 43:356.

Dannenbaum, Morris; b. ca 1858; d. May 2 1939.
Communal worker, Atlantic City. • See: AYB, 41:420.

Dannenbaum, Solomon; b. ca 1841; d. San Francisco, July 1933.
Pioneer merchant, San Francisco. • See: AYB, 36:279.

Dannenberg, Joseph; b. NYC, June 28 1888.
AB CCNY, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, NYC; pres Mens Club of Juvenile Service League. • See: WWAJF, 1938.

Dannenberg, Max; b. NYC, ca 1897; d. Brooklyn, June 1960.
MD LI Coll Hospital. • Radiologist, Brooklyn; officer med soc. • See: NTTimes, July 1 1960, 25:5.

Yale, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, legislator, sheriff, Bridgeport, CT; counsel Dept of Public Welfare; WWII service. • See: WWAJF, 1938; NTTimes, Mar 9 1950, 29:4.

Dannin, Robert Martin; b. Newport, Feb 23 1902.
LLB Boston U. • Lawyer, probate judge, Newport; pres YMHA. • See: WWAJF, 1926, 1938.

Danovitch, Lewis Julius; b. Boston, Apr 5 1901.
DMD Harvard. • Dentist, Norwood, MA; dir Community Chest; active synagog. • See: WWAJF, 1938.

Danto, Louis; b. Poland, 1929.

Dantziger, Berry; b.; d. Kansas City, Dec 27 1912.

Dantziger, Meyer Michael; b. Yavana, Russia, Jan 9 1876.

Dantziger, Tobias; b. Shavil, Russia, Feb 19 1884; d. Aug 1956.
To US 1911. • PhD U Paris/IN U. • Mathematician, College Park, MD; faculty Columbia, Johns Hopkins, UMD; author in field; WWII service. • See: UJE; AYB, 24:130; WWIWA, 1928, 1938; WWIIWA, 7; NTTimes, Aug 11 1956, 15:6.

Danz, Jessie Mohr (Mrs John Danz); b. Stapleton, Staten Island, Feb 22 1889.

Danzer, Charles Saul; b. NYC, June 5 1895; d. Jan 1950.
MD NYU. • Physician, NYC; faculty NY Homopathic Med Coll, Columbia; devised instruments, author in field. • See: WWAJF, 1938; BEOAF; NTTimes, Jan 20 1950, 25:2

Social work admr; specialty: intergroup relations; faculty Columbia; staff Am Jewish Com; consult White House; author/editor in field. • See: AYB, 71:603; NTTimes, July 14 1969, 35:5.

Danzig, Jesse A (Jess Dandy); b. ca 1872; d. NYC, Apr 15 1923.
Comsician, NYC. • See: AYB, 26:154.

Danzig, Nathan; b. ca 1854; d. Akron, OH, Nov 13 1934.
Rabbi, Akron, OH. • See: AYB, 37:255.

Danzig, P. b.*
Cantor, Toledo. • See: AYB, 7(1905-1906):120.

Danziger, Adolphe; b. Poland, 1864.

Danziger, Alfred David; b. New Orleans, Sep 20 1884.
LLB Tulane. • Lawyer, New Orleans; pres Assn of Commerce, YMHA. • See: WWAJF, 1938.

Danziger, Ernst; b. Germany, 1871; d. NYC, 1930.
U Berlin, MD NYU. • Physician, NYC; specialty: research on tuberculosis of larynx; faculty Fordham; author in field. • See: UJE.

Danziger, Frederick Simon; b. NYC, Apr 15 1911; d. Nov 15 1980.
BA Havard, LLB Yale. • Lawyer, NYC; trustee Alto Rehabilitation Services; WWII service. • See: WWAJF, 7.

Danziger, George; b. New Orleans, Mar 19 1887.
Realtor, New Orleans. • See: WWAJF, 1938.

Danzis, Max; b. Russia, Feb 12 1874; d. Oct 1951.
To US 1889. • MD NYU. • Physician, Newara; an orgr Beth Israel Hospital; officer med soc; author in field, on Jews in medicine.


Dassan, Jules; b. 1911. Film & stage dir, earlier Yiddish actor; Rififi. • See: EJ.

Dato, Edward Ali; b. Sinjava, Ukraine, Apr 7 1885. To NYC 1903. MD Federal Coll (Switzerland), Sorbonne, EE Northwestern. Engineer, realtor, Chicago; trustee Edith Rockefeller McCormick Trust. • See: WWLJ, 1938.


Dau, David; b. Freiburg, Baden, 1909. U Göttingen, Cambridge, Oxford. Jurist, biblical scholar, authority on Roman law; faculty Oxford U, U C (Berkeley); author in field. • See: EJ.


Davenporp, Marcia; b. NYC, 1903. Novelist, biographer, supporter of Czechoslovakia; fiancée of Jan Masaryk. • See: EJ.


David, David; b. Montreal, Oct 14 1764; d. Montreal, Oct 30 1824. Banker, Montreal; War of 1812 British army service. • See: JE (sub David); BDEAJ.


David, Lazarus; b. Swansea, Wales, 1734; d. Montreal, Oct 22/30 1776. Merchant; married Phoebe Samuel (1761, RI). • See: JE (sub David); BDEAJ.


David, Maurice; b. Germany, 1863; d. NYC, 1938. Numismatist, antiquarian, NYC. • See: UJE.


David, Nathan; b. Austria, Mar 17 1885. Wholesale exec, communal worker, Newport; officer Zionist Org of Am, synagog, United Talmud Torah. • See: WWLJ, 1928.


David, Samuel; b. Montreal, Oct 22 1766; d. Montreal, Jan 3 1824. Merchant; War of 1812 service. • See: JE (sub David); BDEAJ.

David, Sigmund William; b. Chicago, Aug 16 1889. AB, JD U MI. • Lawyer, Chicago; officer Am Jewish Cong, Bd of Jewish Education; WWI service. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

David, Tucker; b. ca 1830; d. NYC. Active Shearith Israel, NYC. • See: JE.

Davidman, Joseph Isaac; b. Galicia, Feb 12 1887. To NYC 1893. • BS CCNY, PhD NYU.
Davidoff, Leo Max

Educator, public school principal, NYC; mem Federal Housing Authority for East Side; officer Zionist Council of Greater NY; professional socs; editor AM ORT journal. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938.


Davidoff, Sid; b. Queens, July 18 1939. CCNY, NYU Law. • Asst Bldg Commr, NYC. • See: NTimes story, Nov 11 1967.


Davidoff, Myer; b. ca 1872; d. NYC, Oct 8 1934. Merchant, communal worker, philanthropist, Scranton. • See: AJYB, 37:255.

Davidowitz, Harry S; b. Shimely, Kovno, Dec 10 1887. BS, MA Columbia, JTS, PhD Dropsie. • Rabbi, Cleveland; active Jewish Welfare Fedn, Educational Alliance, United Synagogue of Am; WWI chaplain. • See: AJYB, 24:131; BEOAJ.


Davids, Mark; b. Los Angeles, Apr 4 1896; d. Dec 25 1979. AB Stanford. • Investment banker, Los Angeles; officer professional assn; trustee Boys Republic; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 8.

Davidsohn, Israel; b. Tarnopol, Austria, Apr 20 1895; d. Dec 3 1979. To US 1923. • MD U Vienna, post-grad U Berlin; honorary degree. • Physician, pathologist, Chicago; faculty U Chicago; officer professional socs; author/editor in field. • See: WWIA, 7.

Davidson, Aaron; b. Minsk, May 19 1896. To US 1902. • Newspaperman, NYC; earlier Omaha & SD; managing editor Breeze News; active Am Legion; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1938; BEOAJ.


Davidson, Arthur William; b. NYC, Feb 16 1896. BS CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia. • Chemist, St Lawrence, KS; faculty U KS; officer professional org; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1918.


Davidson, Carrie Dreyfuss (Mrs Israel Davidson); b. Brooklyn, Feb 12 1879; d. NYC, Dec 17 1953. Editor, writer, NYC; fdr Natl Womens League United Synagogue of Am; editor Outlook; est Davidson Memorial Library (CCNY); memoirs. • See: AJYB, 56:569; WWIAJ, 1938; NTimes, Dec 19 1953, 15:4.


Davidson, David; b. Lautenburg, Germany, Aug 28 1848; d. NYC, Feb 28 1933. To US 1880. • U Breslau. • Rabbi, Des Moines, Cincinnati, Montgomery, AL, NYC; faculty Heb Union Coll, JTS; dir Soc for the Aid of Jewish Prisoners. • See: UJE, AJYB, 5(1903-1904):50; WWIAJ, 1926.

Davidson, David; b. Slutz, Jan 1 1863; d. before 1938. To Sioux City 1883. • Merchant, peddler, Sioux City, earlier Sioux Falls, SD. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928.


Davidson, David; b. NYC, ca 1908; d. NYC, 1985. CCNY, Columbia Journalism. • Novelist, television scriptwriter, newspaperman; author/instructor in field; WWII service. • See: NTimes, Nov 4 1985.


Davidson, De Witt A; b. NYC, Oct 17 1878. Jewelry mfr, NYC; officer trade assns; trustee 2nd Church of Christ Scientist; active WWI Liberty Loan, Red Cross. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; WWIA, 6.

Davidson, Dore; b. NYC. Actor, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:131.

Davidson, Gabriel; b. NYC, Jan 23 1879; d. Flushing, NY, Nov 8 1958. CCNY, LLB NY Law, LLC NYU; honorary degree. • Lawyer, communal & agriculture exec; NYC; mem State Bureau of Farm Information; general mg Jewish Agricultural Soc; author/lecturer in field. • See: UJE, AJYB, 61:416; WWIAJ, 1926, 1938; BEOAJ; NTimes, Nov 9 1958, 88:6.

Davidson, George; b. Warsaw, May 10 1889; d. Shelton, CT, June 1965. • To US 1906. • Natl Academy of Design, Italy, France, Greece. • Artist, muralist, NYC; WWI Red Cross service. • See: UJE, AJYB, 24:131; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWIA, 4; NTimes, June 19 1965, 293.

Davidson, Gustave; b. Warsaw, Dec 25 1895; d. Feb 1971. To NYC 1896. • AB, AM Columbia. • Writer, editor, poet, playwright, NYC; with Quill, Mirror, This Week in NY; WWII service. • See: UJE, AJYB, 1938; NTimes, Feb 10 1971, 46:4.


Davidson, Irwin Delmore; b. NYC, Jan 3 1906. BS, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, legislator, general sessions judge, NYC; active Democratic politics. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NTimes story, Mar 8 1960.

Davidson, Isidore Meir; b. Lithuania, Aug 2 1889. To US 1891. • Columbia, RIETS. • Rabbi, Orphodox community worker, Youngstown, Wilkes-Barre; orgr Jewish Consumptive Aid Assn. • See: WWIAJ, 1926.

Davidson, Israel (born Movshovitz); b. Yanova, Lithuania, May/July 27 1870; d. Great Neck, June 27 1939. To US 1888. • BA CCNY, PhD Columbia; honorary degrees. • Heb & Semitic scholar, prison chaplain, NYC; faculty JTS; dir Heb Orphan Asylum; author in field. • See: UJE; ET, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):80, 24:131, 41:35-36, 420; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; Eisenstadt, 31; WWIA, 1; DAB, 2; NTimes, June 28 1939, 213.


Davidson, Jehiel; b. Bobrouisk, Russia. To US 1904. • BS, PhD Cornell. • Research
Davidson, Philip; b.*; d. June 3 1978.
NYTimes.

Davidson, Joseph Elias; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWA, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.


Davidson, Jo; b. NYC, Mar 30 1883; d. Tours, France, Jan 2/3 1952.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131; WWIWAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.

Davidson, Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 13 1894; d. NYC, Aug 1951.
AB CCNY, LLB NYU. Lawyer, communal educator, with Rabbi Jacob Joseph School, Educational Alliance; active Legal Aid, synagog, Am Jewish Cong; author in field.
See: UJE; AJYB, 24:131, 54:538; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWIWAJ, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, Jan 3 1952, 1:2.
Davis, Harold I

Convalectic Home, Real Estate Bd. • See: \textit{WWIAF}, 1928, 1938; \textit{NYTimes}, Apr 8 1962, 864.

Davis, Harold I; b. Erie, Feb 15 1893. Realtor, insurance broker, Tacoma; officer synagog; WWI service. • See: \textit{WWIAF}, 1938.


Davis, Harry William; b. Periaslav, Russia, May 10 1890. To Duluth 1904. • LLB U MN. • Lawyer, Duluth, St Paul; pres United Jewish Social Agencies; officer Am Legion, synagog; active Zionist; WWI service. • See: \textit{WWIAF}, 1926, 1928.


Davis, Jeanette Isaacs (Mrs Benjamin Davis); b. NYC, Nov 1 1857; d. Chicago, Mar 20 1943. Jersey City Normal School. • Tchr, communal ldr & admr, Jersey City then Chicago; natl officer Womens League United Synagogue of Am; officer Am Jewish Cong; dir Heb Inst, Orthodox Jewish Home for Aged; active Hadassah. • See: \textit{AYB}, 7(1905-1906):51, 45:383; \textit{WWIAF}, 1938.

Davis, Julius E; b. Minneapolis, Apr 21 1912; d. Mar 16 1979. BS, JD U MN. • Lawyer, Minneapolis; pres U MN Found; trustee Friends of African Art; WWI service. • See: \textit{WWWIA}, 8.


Davis, Leah H (Mrs); b. ca 1880; d. San Francisco, Oct 9 1930. Fdr, Gold Star Mothers Assn, San Francisco. • See: \textit{AYB}, 33:125.


Davis, Louis; b. ca 1853; d. NYC, July 30 1935. Real estate exec, communal worker, NYC. • See: \textit{AYB}, 38:426.


Davis, Michael Marks; b. NYC, Nov 19 1879; d. Aug 19 1947. AB, PhD Columbia; honorary degree. • Med admr, consultant, NYC, Chicago, Chevy Chase, MD; with Rosenwald Fund; author in field. • See: \textit{WWIAF}, 5; \textit{NYTimes}, Aug 27 1971, 36:1.

Davis, Morton I; b. NYC, Feb 22 1892; d. Dec 1955. CPA, NYC; bd Beth Israel Hospital. • See: \textit{BEOA}, \textit{NYTimes}, Dec 16 1955, 29:2.

Davis, Mohe, b. Brooklyn, 1916. Ordained JTS, PhD Heb U. • Historian of Am Jewish life, NYC, Israel; dean, provost JTS Tchrs; fdr Com on Manpower Opportunities (Israel); author in field. • See: \textit{EJ}.


Davis, Nathaniel A; b. Brazil; d. Los Angeles, Apr 6 1945. Physician, peace advocate; exec chm Am Com to Aic Korean Refugees in China; orgr Los Angeles school of foreign service. • See: \textit{AYB}, 47:520.


Davis, Sammy Jr; b. ca 1927. Entertainer, convert to Judaism; active NAACP. • See: \textit{NYTimes} stories, Apr 13 1966, Apr 2 1971.


Davison, Charles; b. Moinesti, Rumania, Apr 18 1891. To US 1909. • BS, MD U Pittsburgh. • Psychiatrist, neuropathologist, neurologist, Pittsburgh, NYC; officer professional assn; author in field; WWI service. • See: \textit{WWIAF}, 1938; \textit{BEOA}.


Dawidowicz, Szymon M; b. Mlawa, Poland, July 29 1895; d. NYC, June 1 1979. To US 1941. • Yiddish editor, printer; mem Jewish Socialist Bund; with Yiddish Inst; known for raising publication standards. • See: \textit{AYB}, 81:365.

Dean, Vera Michele (Mrs William J Dean); b. St Petersburg, Mar 29 1903; d. NYC, Oct 10 1972. To US 1919. • Ba Radcliffe, AM Yale, MD Radcliffe. • Internal affairs specialist, editor, author; with Foreign Policy Assn; faculty NYU; advocate of collective security. • See: Naw modern; NYT Times, Oct 12 1972, 50:1.

DeBears, Israel; b. ca 1832; d. NYC, May 5 1913. Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):269.

DeBeer, Anna Boochever (Mrs Frederick S DeBeer); b. Brooklyn, Apr 23 1892. To US 1919. • BA Radcliffe, AM Yale, MD Columbia, Cornell. • Pediatrician, physician, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 49:609; NYT Times, Nov 13 1946, 27:5.

DeFord, Francis Allen (Mrs Moses De Ford); b. ca 1856; d. Philadelphia, Jan 9 1937. MD Womens Med Coll. • Pioneer woman physician, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 39:590; NYT Times, Jan 10 1937, II:108.


Deches, Maurice; b. NYC, ca 1882; d. NYC, Feb 15 1938. U MI. • Lawyer, NYC; mem Bd of Education; referee State Insurance Dept; active professional soc, Democracy, educational affairs. • See: AJYB, 40:383; Nytimes, Feb 16 1938, 21:1.


Deinard, Amos Spencer; b. Terre Haute, Mar 10 1898. BA, LLB U MN, JSD Harvard. • Lawyer, communal ldr, Minneapolis; natl council Joint Distribution Com; pres Fedn of Jewish Services; active Zionist Org of Am, B'nai B'rith, Commn on Financing of Natl & International Jewish Agencies. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


De Jong, Max; b. Ensche de Holland, Mar 28 1870. Civic & communal worker, Evansville, IN; officer United Jewish Campaign, synagog, cemetery; dir Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.


DeKoven, Bernard; b. Russia, July 3 1877; d. Aug 1940. MD Columbia, Cornell. • Pediatrician, Chicago; bd Heb Theological Coll; active Zionist Org of Am, synagog. • See: BEOAJ; NTTimes, Aug 12 1940, 152.

De Lamar, Joseph Raphael; b. Amsterdam, Sep 2 1843; d. NYC, Dec 1 1918.
De La Motta, Jacob

Capitalist, ship contractor, mine owner, ID territorial legislator; then business exec, NYC; benefactor universities. • See: DAB; NYTimes, Dec 2 1918, 1:34.

De La Motta, Jacob; b. Savannah, Feb 24 1789; d. Feb 13 1845. MD U PA. • Physician, asst Commr of Health, Charleston, SC; Savannah; officer med soc; active Mason, Whig politics, opponent Reform, synagog; author in field; War of 1812 service. • See: EJ; PajHIS, 50:332-34.

Del Banco, Miriam; b. New Orleans, June 27 1867. State Normal School (MO). • Author, poet, public school tchr & principal, translator, Chicago. • See: JE.

De Lee, Joseph Bolivar; b. Cold Springs, NY, Oct 28 1869; d. Chicago, Apr 2 1942. CCNY, MD Northwestern, post-grad Vienna, Paris, Berlin; honorary degree. • Noted obstetrician, gynecologist, instrument designer, proponent of asepsis, noted tchr, Chicago; fdr Lying-In Hospital; faculty Northwestern, U Chicago; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 24:131, 4:43:36; WwIJa, 1926, 1928, 1938; BOAJ; WwIJa, 2; DAB; NYTimes, Apr 3 1942, 21:1.

De Leon, Abraham; b. Charleston, SC, July 16 1790; d. Charleston, SC, Nov 12 1847. Physician, army surgeon, Masonic Idr, Charleston & Camden, SC; War of 1812 service. • See: UJE; BDEAF.

De Leon, Daniel; b. Curaçao, Dec 14 1852; d. NYC, May 11 1914. To US ca 1874. • LLL Columbia. • Socialist Idr, author, NYC; editor The People; Idr Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance, Industrial Workers of the World. • See: UJE; EJ; AJHQ, 65:245-56; Fink, 7:56; WwIJa, 1; DAB; NYTimes, May 12 1914, 11:5.

De Leon, David Camden; b. Camden, SC, 1813/1816; d. Santa Fe, Sep 3 1872. MD U PA. • Surgeon, physician, "fighting doctor"; author in field; surgeon general Confederate Army, Seminole & Mexican War service. • See: JE; UJE; EJ (sub De Leon).

De Leon, Edwin; b. Charleston, SC, 1818/1828; d. NYC, 1891. SC Coll. • Journalist, diplomat, author, editor Savannah Republican, Southern Press (Washington DC); helped install first Egyptian Bell Telephone system; active Confederate agent; memoirs. • See: JE; UJE; EJ (sub De Leon).


De Leon, Jacob; b. Kingston, Jamaica, Sep 7 1764; d. Columbia, SC, Sep 29 1828. Revolutionary soldier, commn merchant, Charleston & Columbus, SC; ldr Mason. • See: UJE; BDEAF.

De Leon, Mordecai H; b. 1791; d. 1848. Physician. • See: EJ (sub De Leon).

De Leon, Perry M; b. 1841; d. 1922. Civil War Confederate veteran, family historian. • See: PajHIS, 50:332-34.

De Leon, Thomas Cooper; b. Columbia, SC, May 21 1839; d. Mobile, Mar 19 1914. Georgetowna U. • Journalist, author, editor, playwright, translator, Mobile; managing editor Mobile Register; mgr Mobile Theatre; orgr Mobile Mardi Gras carnival; Civil War Confederate service. • See: EJ; UJE; EJ (sub De Leon); WwIJa, 1; DAB; NYTimes, Mar 20 1914, 11:4.

Delieben, Israel; b. Prague, 1740; d. Charleston, SC, Jan 28 1807. To Am 1770. • Merchant, shohet, Northumberld, PA, Philadelphia, Savannah; active synagog; Revolutionary War service. • See: BDEAF.


Del Mar, Alexander; b. NYC, Aug 9 1836; d. Little Falls, NJ, July 1 1926. Madrid School of Mines. • Mining engineer, journalist, economist, historian, author, government consultant, NYC; dir Bureau of Statistics. • See: AJYB, 24:131; DAB.

Del Mar, Algermon; b. NYC, 1870. Mining engineer, Los Angeles. • See: AJYB, 24:132.

Del Monte, Abraham; b. NYC, Sep 19 1886. Hat mfr, NYC. • See: WwIJa, 1928; BOAOAJ.

De Lucena, Abraham Haim; b.; d. 1725. Merchant, rabbi, NYC; benefactor bldg of Trinity Church steeple. • See: EJ (sub De Lucena); BDEAF.

De Lucena, Samuel; b. NYC, 1711. Freeman, NYC; broker, Philadelphia; benefactor Milkveh Israel. • See: EJ (sub De Lucena); BDEAF.


Dembitz, Arthur Aaron (pseud=Uncle Arthur, others); b. Louisville, Feb 24 1870; d. June 1940. BA Johns Hopkins. • Communal tchr & journalist, Heb tchr, Philadelphia; faculty Gratz; editorial staff Am Iheb. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):81; NYTimes, June 27 1940, 23:3.


Dembitz, Lewis Naphtali; b. Zirke, Posen, Feb 3 1833; d. Mar 11 1907. Honorary degree. • Lawyer, scholar, communal & civic Idr, author, Louisville; helped est JTS; officer Orthodox Jewish Congregational Union of Am; exec bd Union of Am Heb Congregations; active Republican politics, public service; memoirs. • See: EJ; UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):81-82, 9(1907-1908):595; WwIJa, 1.

Dembitzer, Paul (Pesach, Pavel); b. Cracow, 1889; d. NYC, Mar 26 1937. Yiddish journalist, labor Idr; a fdr Jewish Socialists: Democratic Party (Galicia); asst editor Gerechtigkeit (ILGWU Yiddish organ); contributor Forward. • See: UJE; AJYB, 39:590.

Demblin, Benjamin (born Benjamin Joseph Teitelbaum); b. Demblin/Modzitz, Poland, Sep 13 1897; d. Miami Beach, Jan 27 1976. To US '921. • Yiddish novelist, communal worker; staff United Jewish Appeal, Joint Distribution Com. • See: EJ; AJYB, 78:539; NYTimes, Jan 30 1976, 32:2.

Dembo, Leon H; b. 1895; d. July 12 1973. MD Jefferson Med Coll. • Physician, pediatrician, Cleveland; faculty Western Reserve. • See: WwIJa, 6.

Dembow, Sam Jr; b. NYC, Jan 4 1890. Theatre owner, exec, NYC; pres Marks Bros Theatre; general mgr Nat Screen Service. • See: WwIJa, 1938.

De Menasce, Jacques; b. Bad Ischl, Austria, Aug 19 1905; d. Switzerland, Jan 1960. To US 1941. • Concert pianist, composer. • See: WwIJa, 3; NYTimes, Feb 1 1960, 27:3.


Denhof, Eric; b. Brooklyn, June 5 1913. BS, MD U VT; honorary degree. • Pediatric neurologist, Providence; faculty Brown; med dir Meeting Street School, Childrens Rehabilitation Center; author/editor in field. • See: WwIJa, 8.


Dessau, Meldola (Aaron David Meldola de Zion); Solicitor, Canadian communal, Congregations. * See: SBEJ.


De Sola, Abraham; b. London, 1825; d. NYC, 1882. To Canada 1847. * Honorary degree. * Rabbi, Orientalist, opponent of Reform, author; pres Natural History Soc; delivered opening invocation US Cong. * See: UJE (sub De Sola); EF.


De Sola, Meldola (Aaron David Meldola de Sola); b. Montreal, 1853; d. NYC, 1918. Rabbi, outspoken opponent of Reform, Montreal; an orgr, officer Union of Orthodox Congregations. * See: UJE (sub De Sola); EF (sub De Sola).

De Sola Pool, David; see Pool, David De Sola.

De Sola Pool, Tamar; see Pool, Tamar De Sola.


Deutsch, Helene Rosenbach (Mrs Felix Deutsch); b. Przemysl, Poland, Oct 9 1884. To US 1935. * MD U Vienna. * Psychoanalyst, prolific author, political activist, anti-Vietnam, Boston; fdr, dir Vienna Psychoanalytic Inst; active womens rights. * See: EF.


Deutscher, Rose Harris (Mrs); b.; d. NYC, Apr 1936. Communal worker, NYC. * See: AYB, 38:427.

Diamant, Solomon; b. ca 1859; d. NYC, Feb 1923. Editor, NYC; a fdr Yiddish theatre. • See: AYTJ, 25:138; NYTimes, Feb 12 1923, 13:5.

Diamond, David; b. Buffalo, June 21 1898. LLB U Buffalo. • Lawyer, corporation & county counsel, Buffalo; faculty U Buffalo; active bar assns, Zionist Org of Am, Legal Aid; editor in field. • See: UJE; WWLJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Diamond, David; b. NYC, Feb 2 1900. Movie producer, writer, Beverly Hills. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Diamond, David Leo; b. Rochester, NY, 1915. Cleveland Inst, Eastman School of Music, Paris; Composer. • See: UJE; EJ.


Diamond, Joseph; b. Polonnoe, Russia, Nov 1 1905. To US 1921. • Merchant, alderman, Minor, ND; earlier Heb tchr, rabbi; mem ND State Planning Commn; pres Community Council; dir Heb Immigrant Aid Soc, Heb Theological Coll (Chicago); Russian army service. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Diamond, Joseph; b. Botosani, Rumania, Oct 20 1888. To US 1914. • Merchant, alderman, Minor, ND; earlier Heb tchr, rabbi; mem ND State Planning Commn; pres Community Council; dir Heb Immigrant Aid Soc, Heb Theological Coll (Chicago); Russian army service. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Diamond, Leo Aaron; b. NYC, Jan 8 1906; d. May 5 1980. PhD, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, Chicago, NYC; faculty Rutgers; author/editor in field. • See: WWLJ, 7.

Diamond, Louis Klein; b. 1902. Hematologist, Boston; faculty Harvard; consult Natl Inst of Health; author in field. • See: EJ.

Diamond, Martin; b. NYC, Dec 19 1919; d. July 22 1977. AM, PhD U Chicago; honorary degree. • Political scientist; faculty Claremont Mmes Coll, Claremont Grad School, Northern IL; author in field; WWII merchant marine service. • See: WWLJ, 7; NYTimes, July 23 1977, 22:6.


Diamond, Moses; b. Berlat/Brulad, Rumania, June 4 1894; d. NYC, Oct 1949. To NYC 1899. • DDS NY Dental School. • Dental surgeon, NYC; faculty Columbia; active professional socs, Am Jewish Physicians Com for Heb U; author in field; WWI service. • See: UJE, WWLJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Oct 7 1949, 27:4.


Diamond, Sigmund; b. Baltimore, 1920. Sociologist; faculty Columbia; author/editor in field. • See: EJ.

Diamond, Tobias Ellsworth; b. Tilsit, Mar 18 1876. To US 1887. • Northern IL, Normal School, LLB State U IL. • Lawyer, US atty, Sioux City; active Democratic politics. • See: WWLJ, 5.

Diamondstein, David Irving (pen name—David Irving Dobson); b. Kursitz, Vilna, Apr 14 1883. To NYC 1897. • Educational Alliance, Chicago Art Inst, Paris, Dusseldorf. • Artist, writer, Brooklyn. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Dick, Max; b. ca 1877; d. NYC, Jan 23 1937. Realtor, communal worker, “Mayor of Rivington Street.” • See: AYTJ, 39:590; NYTimes, Jan 24 1937, II 8:5.

Dickenstein, Abraham; b. Wishniewa, Poland, June 15 1902; d. Tel Aviv, Feb 16 1977. To US 1936. • Banker, industrialist, pioneer worker in Palestine, communal ldr; fdr, mgr Audit Union of Credit Cooperatives; chr Israel Am Industrial Development Bank. • See: AYTJ, 79:368; NYTimes, Feb 17 1977, 42:3.


Dicker, Zoltan; b. Ungrar, Hungary, Mar 25 1876. To US 1890. • Exec, furrier, Chicago; with Sears. • See: WWLJ, 1928.
Dickerman, Solomon; b. Novogradomski, Russian Poland, June 18 1880. To US 1902. • Communal worker, San Antonio; orgr, organ, Hebrew Free Loan Assn; organ, Jewish Social Service Fedn, Zioninst Org of Am, Heb Inst. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Dickstein, Samuel; b. Vilna, Feb 5/6 1885; d. NYC, Apr 22 1954. To US 1887/1888. • CCNY, NY Law. • Congressman, state supreme court justice, NYC; mem Bd of Alderman, House Com on Immigration; active fight against Nazis; drafting NY kosher legislation. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 24:112, 56:569; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWIA, 3; NYTimes, Apr 23 1954, 27:1.

Didjah, Belle; b. NYC. Vienna, Berlin, Bayreuth. • Dancer, NYC, with Metropolitan Opera Ballet. • See: AJYB, 42:478.


Dillon, Samuel; b. NYC, Apr 1 1898. CCNY, MD New York. • Pediatrician, Far Rockaway; organ med sec. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Dinerman, Helen Schneider (Mrs James Dinerman); b. NYC, Dec 25 1920; d. Aug 14 1974. AB Hunter, MA Columbia. • Sociologist, exec, NYC; chr Internal Research Assns, Inc; ofr professional assns; author in field; WWII government service. • See: WWIAJ, 6; NYTtimes, Aug 17 1974, 26:3.


Dinerman, Harold; b. NYC, May 21 1917. Yiddish poet; editor; with Jewish Telegraphic Agency. • See: AJYB, 64:492; NYTtimes, Sep 21 1961, 35:3.


Dinkes, Nathan; b. NYC, Apr 27 1910. CCNY, LLB Brooklyn Law. • Lawyer, NYC; orgr Flatbush Congress House; active Am Jewish Cong, synagogues. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Dintenfass, Henry; b. Tarnow, Austria, Apr 2 1885. To US 1885. • MD U PA, post-grad Vienna, Berlin. • Otologist, otorhinolaryngologist, Philadelphia; faculty U PA Grad School; with Northeastern Heb Orphan Home; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:131; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Dische, Zacharias; b. Sambor, Austria-Hungary, 1895. To US 1941. • Biochemist, Vienna, NYC; laboratory head U Vienna; faculty Columbia; Austrian army service. • See: EJ.


Disman, Butler; b. Salida, CO, Nov 15 1889. AB U CO, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, Kansas City; earlier CO, NYC; ofr synagog; dir Jewish Childrens Home, WWII service. • See: WWIAJ.

To: NYC 1909. • PhD Fordham, BS, MS, PhD candidate NYU. • Social worker, Newark; with Jewish Child Guidance Bureau; active professional socs. • See: WWA, 1938.

Doniger, William N; b. 1908; d. June 1972. Sportswear mg co exec, NYC; active synagog. • See: WWA, 5; NTimes, June 6 1972, 44:1.

Donin, Hayim; b. NYC, 1928; d. Jerusalem, Jan 1982. To Israel 1973. • Rabbi, author, Southfield, MI, Jerusalem; faculty U Detroit; active communal education. • See: AYB, 84:331.


Dorf, Morris; b. Baltimore, May 30 1891. Business exec, wholesale grocer, Baltimore; chl MD Old Age Security Comm; pres Heb Home for Aged, Jewish Educational Alliance. • See: WWA, 1938; BEOAJ.


Dorff, George Benjamin; b. Bialystok, Jan 21 1900. To US 1906. • BS, MD NYU. • Pediatric endocrinologist, NYC; faculty NYU. • See: WWA, 1938; BEOAJ.


Dorne, Albert; b. NYC, Feb 7 1901; d. NYC, Dec 15 1965. Honorary degree. • Noted illustrator, free lance artist, tchr, writer; fdrl Famous Artists School (Westport, CT); officer professional assn. • See: WWA, 4; NTimes, Dec 16 1965, 47:1.

Doro, Edward; b. Dickinson, ND, Feb 3 1909. AM U GA, Sorbonne. • Poet, Berkeley, NYC. • See: WWA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Dorson, Hyman L; b. Russia, July 15 1894. To US 1909. • Clothing merchant, communal worker, Marshalltown, IA. • See: WWA, 1938.


Dorkin, Israel Edward; b. Jersey City, Feb 7 1905; d. Hackensack, NJ, Mar 27 1965. AB CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia. • Classicist, historian of science, NYC; faculty CCNY; officer professional socs; prolific author in field. • See: AYB, 67:533-34; WWA, 1938; WWAIA, 4; NTimes, Mar 28 1965, 92:5.

Drabkin, Joseph E; b. Russia, May 15 1884. To US 1904. • Printer, New Haven; pres Columbia Printing Co; officer Jewish Community Center, trade assn; bd Heb Inst. • See: WWA, 1938.


Drachman, Bernard; b. NYC, June 27 1861; d. NYC, Mar 12 1945. BA Columbia, ordained JTS (Breslau), U Breslau, PhD U Heidelberg. • Noted Conservative ldr, rabbi, educator, author, NYC; a tchr, faculty, dean JTS; faculty Yeshiva Coll; fdrl Sabbath Alliance of Am; pres Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations; • See: JE, AYB, 5(1903-1904):50-51, 24:132, 47:920-21; WWA, 1926, 1928, 1938; AYB, 76:456-84; WWAIA, 2; NTimes, Mar 13 1945, 23:5.

civic & fraternal org ldr, Tucson; officer Knights of Pythias, Masons, Independent Redman, Eastern Star. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Drachslcr, Julius; b. Austria-Hungary, Sep 5 1889/90; d. Browns Mills, NJ; July 22 1927.
BS CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia, NY School of Philanthropy. • Sociologist; faculty St, CCNY, School for Jewish Communal Work; exec dir Bureau for Jewish Social Research; pres Conf on Immigration Policy; officer Jewish Big Brother Assn; dir Natl Jewish Welfare Bd; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:132, 30:79; WWIAJ, 1926, 1922, 1, NTimes, July 23 1927, 13:5.

Dreben, Sam; b. Poltroce, Russia, 1878; d. Los Angeles, Mar 1925.
To US 1890. • "The Fighting Jew," soldier of fortune, war hero, Dallas; benefactor Joint Distribution Com; active opponent Ku Klux Klan; Mexican Revolution, WWI service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 27:151; PATHS, 31:211-17; NTimes, Mar 16 1925, 19:5.

Drachslcr, David; b. 1883?; d. Brooklyn, Aug 30 1955.
Labor relations lawyer, legislator; counsel NY Clothing Mfr Exchange; active communal philanthropies, fundraising. • See: AJYB, 38:476; NTimes, Aug 31 1955, 25:3.

Drachslcr, Sigmund; b. Brezova, Hungary, Apr 23 1843; d. Cleveland, Mar 6 1908.

Dreier, Louis H; b. Kurland, July 10 1884.
Butler Coll. • Merchant, communal, civic & philanthropic fundraiser, New Haven. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Exec, Pittsburgh; WWI government service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938, NTimes, Sep 30 1952, 313.

Dreifus, Jacob S; b. ca 1847; d. Philadelphia, Sep 28 1935.
Communal worker, philanthropist, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 38:427.

To US 1937. • MD U Vienna. • Psychiatrist, Vienna, Chicago; faculty U Chicago; for Alfred Adler Inst of Chicago & Tel Aviv; officer professional assn; prolific author in field. • See: WWWIA, 5, NTimes, May 31 1972, 44:1.

Dresden, Arnold; b. Amsterdam, Nov 23 1882; d. Apr 10 1954.
To US 1903. • U Amsterdam, MS, PhD U Chicago. • Mathematician, Swarthmore, PA; faculty Swarthmore Coll; officer professional soc; author in field. • See: UJE; WWIAJ, 1938, BEOAJ; WWWIA, 3, NTimes, Apr 13 1954, 313.

Dresner, B Ruth (Mrs Judah Dresner); b. Kovno, Dec 3 1891.

Dresner, Jacob David; b. Przemysl, Austria, Aug 2 1883.
To US 1887. • LLB Tulane. • Lawyer, real estate exec, New Orleans. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Stage & vaudeville actress, NYC. • See: WWWIA, 47; DB, 7; NTimes, Apr 25 1965, 87:3.

Dressler, William; b. Austria, 1890; d. Oct 1969.

Dreyer, David (Dave); b. Brooklyn, Sep 22 1894; d. NYC, 1967.
Songwriter, pianist, accompanist; "Me and My Shadow." • See: WWIAJ, 1928; NTimes, Mar 3 1967, 354.

Dreyer, Eugene C; b. St Louis, Feb 28 1876.
Feed merchant, St Louis; officer local, natl trade assns. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Tulane, BS U PA. • Architect, city park commr, New Orleans; admr Isaac Delgado Museum; officer professional soc; WWII service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; WWWIA, 6.

Dreyfous, Florence; b. NYC.

MA, PhD U Basel, Sorbonne. • Exec, NYC; pres Canadian Corp of Am, Canadian Celanese. • See: WWIAJ, 1918; WWWIA, 3, NTimes, Sep 28 1956, 27:3.

Dreyfus, Carl; b. Boston, July 26 1876; d. Boston, Mar 29 1951.
Harvard. • Publisher, mfr, realtor, philanthropist, Boston; chr MA Training Schools; publisher Record-Americans; dir Assc Jewish Philanthropies. • See: UJE; AJYB, 53:524; WWIAJ, 1938, BEOAJ; WWWIA, 3.

Dreyfus, Isaac; b. ca 1850; d. Pine Bluff, AR, Apr 1934.
Pioneer merchant, Pine Bluff, AR. • See: AJYB, 36:279.

Dreyfus, Jack J Jr; b. ca 1913.
Financier, drug promter (Dilantin); a fdrcy Dreyfus & Co, Dreyfus Fund; chr NY Racing Assn. • See: NTimes story, Dec 31 1969.

Dreyfus, Joe Gustave; b. Basel, Nov 5 1874.
To NYC 1885. • Columbia, Ecole de Commerce (Lyon). • Investment securities broker, NYC. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Dreyfus, Joseph; b. ca 1826; d. Hales Corners, WI, Nov 4 1910.
Postmaster, Hales Corners, WI. • See: AJYB, 13(1911-1912):136.

Dreyfus, Maurice; b. ca 1848; d. Hattiesburg, MS, reported May 1937.
Communal & philanthropic worker, Hattiesburg, MS. • See: AJYB, 39:590.

Dreyfus, Max; b. Kuppenheim, Germany, Apr 1 1874; d. Brewer, NY, May 12 1964.
To US ca 1888. • Music publisher, NYC; with Witmark & Sons; helped est Kern, Friml, Gershwin. • See: DB, 7; NTimes, May 16 1964, 254.

Dreyfus, Milton; b. Emma, IN, Nov 25 1895.
U IL. • Electrical appliance dealer, Gary, IN, earlier Champaign, IL; active B’nai B’rith; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Dreyfus, Pierre; b. France, ca 1892; d. NYC, Dec 28 1946.
To US 1942. • Industrialist, France, NYC; active OKT; WWII & WWII service. • See: AJYB, 46:610.

Dreyfus, Solomon; b.; d. Youngstown, May 10 1920.
Rabbi, Youngstown. • See: AJYB, 22:164.

Dreyfus, Sylvia Goulston (Mrs Carl Dreyfus); b. Boston; d. Boston, Sep 14 1942.
Communal worker, sculptor, author; pres Hecht Neighborhood House; trustee New England Conservatory of Music; advisory bd Berkshire Festival; honorary chr Palestine
Orchestra Fund. • See: AJYB, 45:384; NYTimes, Sep 15 1942, 23:2.

Dreyfus, Theodore Franck; b. Brookhaven, MS, Mar 22 1878. 
ME Stevens Tech. • Engineer, exec, school trustee, Hattiesburg, MS; active YMCA, Spanish-Am War service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Dreyfus, William; b. Oberendingen, Switzerland, June 17 1869; d. NYC, Mar 13 1946. 
To NYC 1889. • BS U Zurich, ScD U Geneva. • Research chemist, NYC, Li City; specialty: disinfection; officer trade assns; active Rabbi Jacob School, philanthropic orgs, synagog. • See: AJYB, 48-487; WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NTimes, Mar 14 1946, 25:5.

Dreyfus, Wolf(e)ra; b. Germany, Dec 21 1864. 
U Strasbourg, AB, PhD U Munich. • Consulting chemist, exec, NYC; earlier fir, pres Cambridge Soap & Chemical Co; author in field. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):82-83, 24:133; WWIAJ, 1928.

Dreyfus-Barney, Laura (Mrs Hippolyte Dreyfus | Cordozo); b. Cincinnati, Nov 30 1879. 
League of Nations supporter, author, Washington DC; active womens groups, internat peace, art, neighborhood settlements. • See: WWIAJ, 6.

Dreyfus, Albert; b. NYC, Oct 23 1880. 
Pratt Inst, Art Students League. • Sculptor, art critic, essayist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:133; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928.

Dreyfus, Barney; b. Brooklyn, 1948. 

Dreyfus, Sol; b. Dallas, Aug 12 1885; d. Dallas, May 27 1951. 
Merchant; active civic & charitable affairs. • See: AJYB, 53:524.

Drobat, Max; b. Mlawa, Poland, Sep 23 1887; d. Wingdale, NY, June 4 1959. 
To US 1896. • AB, MA Columbia, ordained JTS; honorary degree. • Conservative rabbi, NYC, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Bronx; a fdr, officer United Synagogue of Am; pres Rabbinical Assembly of Am; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Boy Scouts, Keren Hayesod. • See: UJE; AJYB, 61:416; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; NTimes, June 5 1959, 27:2.

Drogin, Isaac; b. Bialystok, Dec 10 1891. 
To NYC 1901. • AB CCNY, MSc, PhD U Pittsburgh. • Research & industrial chemist, NYC; author/lecturer in field. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938.

Druck, Samuel; b. Bialystok, Dec 8 1888; d. NYC, May 26 1943. 
Screen actor. • See: AJYB, 40:383.

Droop, Celia; b. Bobruisk, Dec 181888; d. Cincinnati, Feb 2 1870. 

Lawyer, communal education ldr, translator, Philadelphia; earlier watchmaker, jeweler; officer Heb Education Soc; benefactor Maimonides Coll, Gratz, Dropsie; active Whig politics, anti-slavery, Republican party. • See: JF; UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):83, 7(1905-1906):218; PAHJS, 16:193-195; DAB.

Droops, Matthew; b. Chicago, 1908. 
Soil chemist; with Dept of Agriculture, Agency for Development; faculty Cornell; active B'nai B'rith; Hillel; author in field. • See: EJ.

Druck, David; b. Kreuzburg, Latvia, 1883; d. NYC, June 17 1943. 

Druck, Jacob; b. Bialystok, Sep 23 1892; d. Mar 3 1971. 
Newspaperman, Scranton, Carbondale, Easton, PA, New Bedford, MA; owner, publisher several newspapers; officer YMHA; active Republican politics. • See: WWIAJ, 1938, NTimes, Mar 26 1971, 42:3.

Druck, Samuel; b. Scranton, Apr 1 1897; d. Scranton, Apr 1959. 
Real estate broker, city clerk, dir of public safety, newspaperman, Scranton; pres PA Fedn of YM-YWHA's; bd Jewish Home for Friendless; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NTimes, Apr 14 1959, 35:3.

Drucker, Aaron Pinchos; b. Mohilov, Russia, Sep 18 1878. 
To US 1895. • BA Columbia, MA U Chicago, JTS; Business adm, author, Colorado Springs & El Paso, CO; mem County Educational Relief Council; faculty, dean CO Coll; faculty Labor Coll. • See: UJE; AJYB, 7(1905-1906):120; WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Drucker, Emanuel Benjamin; b. NYC, Nov 14 1900. 
DDS NYU. • Dentist, Brooklyn, Queens; officer Lions Club of Richmond Hill; active politics. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Drucker, Joseph Jerome; b. Chicago, Aug 11 1900. 
JD DePaul. • Lawyer, municipal judge, asst corp counsel, Chicago. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Drucker, Julius H; b. Rumania, Jan 2 1886. 
To US 1906. • AM, LLB St Louis U. • Lawyer, St Louis. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

To US 1896. • AB CCNY, LBL Western Reserve. • Lawyer, municipal judge, Cleveland; faculty Cleveland Law School; officer Zionist Org of Am, League for Professional Labor Palestine, B'nai B'rith; active against problem of alcoholism; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NTimes, Aug 12 1952, 19:2.

Brooklyn Coll, NYU, NY Law. • Independent arbitrator, NYC; mem State Mediation Bd. • See: NTimes, May 24 1984.

Drucker, Nathan; b. ca 1838; d. Cincinnati, Dec 20 1920. 
Civic & commuunal worker, Cincinnati; pres Bd of Trade. • See: AJYB, 23:131.

Drucker, Saul; b. ca 1882; d. Pittsburgh, Sep 15 1932. 
Social worker, Pittsburgh. • See: AJYB, 35:123.

Dryer, Ida F (Mrs Adolph Dryer); b. Cincinnati, Feb 2 1870. 
Braille transcriber, Cincinnati. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

AB Dartmouth; honorary degrees. • Newspaper publisher & exec, NYC; pres NYTimes; trustee Baron de Hirsch Fund, Rockefeller Fund, Dartmouth. • See: AJYB, 65:432; WWIAJ, 4; DAB, 7; NTimes, May 26 1963, 1:4.

Dryshpel, John; b. Grodno, 1844?; d. NYC, Jan 30 1951. 
Engineer, NYC subway system designer. • See: AJYB, 53:524; NTimes, Jan 31 1951, 25:4.

To US 1888. • Communal ldr, Brooklyn; a fdr Israel Zion Hospital, YM-YWHA; officer Talmud Torah. • See: AJYB, 68:525; NTimes, Nov 10 1966, 47:4.
Duberman, Martin; b. NYC, 1930.
Historian, playwright; faculty Harvard, Yale, Princeton. • See: *EF*.

Duberman, Benjamin; b. Russia, Dec 10 1875.


Dubin, Abraham; b. Klintzy, Russia, June 30 1900.
To NYC 1905. • JTS Tchr, BS CCNY, ordained Agudath Harobonim, ordained Jewish Inst of Religion; LLB St John's. • Rabbi, Brooklyn, San Antonio, Flushing, NY. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1928, 1938.

Dubin, Al; b. Switzerland, ca 1891; d. Los Angeles, Feb 11 1945.
To US as child. • Songwriter, lyricist. • See: *AJYB*, 47:521, *NYTimes*, Feb 12 1945, 191.

Dubin, Harry Ennis; b. Russia, Mar 4 1891.
To NYC 1895. • BS CCNY, PhD U PA. • Biochemist, patent holder, NYC; ordained Jewish Inst of Religion; LLB St John's. • Rabbi, Brooklyn, San Antonio, Flushing, NY. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Dubin, Isadore Nathan; b. Montreal, July 13 1913.
To US ca 1940. • BSc, MD McGill. • Pathologist, Philadelphia; specialty: liver disease; faculty Womens Med Coll Hospital, Duke, U TN; author in field; military service. • See: *WWIAJ*, 8.

Dubin, Maxwell H; b. Germany, June 14 1900.
Heb Union Coll, Southwestern. • Rabbi, author, Los Angeles. • See: *BE0A*f.

Dubinsky, David; b. Brest-Litovsk, Feb 22 1892; d. NYC, Sep 17 1982.

Dubinsky, Frank; b. Kiev, May 15 1901.
To US 1906. • Publisher, editor, Hartford; publisher, managing editor Jewish Ledger Publications; active YMHA. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1938.

Dubinsky, Jack; b. Poland, Feb 12 1884.
Realtor, communal & philanthropic worker, St Louis. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1926.

Dubinsky, Vladimir I; b. Harkoff, Russia, Sep 10 1876; d. Jan 1938.


Dubinoff, Belle; b.; d. Jan 16 1977.
BA U CA, MA Whittier Coll, post-grad Claremont Coll. • Educational admin, social service worker, psychologist, tchr, North Hollywood, CA; author in field. • See: *WWLLA*, 7.

Dubnow, Aaron; b. Maloarchangelsk, Russia, Feb 15 1892.
To US 1921. • AB, MD U Manitoba. • Surgeon, med examiner, Detroit; author in field. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1938.

Dubrow, Joseph; b. Maloarchangelsk, Russia, Feb 15 1892.
To US 1921. • BA, MD U Manitoba. • Surgeon, med examiner, Detroit; author in field. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1938.

Dubrow, Joseph L; b. Russia, Sep 9 1891; d. Mar 1981.
To US 1904. • Attorney, editor, JTS; faculty CCNY, Yale; author/editor. • See: *NYTimes*, Jan 11 1981, 30.

Dubrow, Joseph L; b. Russia, ca 1899; d. NYC, 1970.
To US 1902. • Garment industry ldr, lawyer; first in industry to include retirement fund for workers; dir NY Coat & Suit Assn. • See: *NYTimes*, Mar 4 1970, 472.

Dubrow, Jacob A; b.; d. Washington DC, Nov 17 1944.

Duch, Eddy (Edwin Frank); b. Cambridge, MA, Apr 1 1909; d. NYC, Feb 9 1951.

Duchnovy, Moshe; b. Berdichev, Russia, Jan 2 1904; d. NYC, Nov 2 1960.
To US 1920. • Yiddish author, journalist; editorial staff *Day-Jewish Journal*; public relations dir Israel Development Corporation. • See: *AJYB*, 63:559; *NYTimes*, Nov 3 1960, 39:4.

Dukas, Julius J; b. Sulzberg, Baden, Aug 15 1859-Feb 10 1960; d. NYC, Sep 7 1940.

Duker, Abraham Gordon; b. Rypin, Poland, Sep 27 1907.
To US 1923. • AB CCNY, PhD candidate Columbia. • Historian, librarian, editor, author, NYC; staff JTS, Grad School for Jewish Social Work; active League for Labor Palestinians. • See: *UJE; EJ; WWIAJ*, 1938.

Dulberger, Louis L; b. Rumania, July 7 1880.
To US 1884. • Union Coll, MD Albany Med School; faculty, Physician, NYC. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1926.


Dulcan, Harris; b. ca 1858; d. Baltimore, June 7 1938.

Dunkelman, Daniel; b. Poland, July 4 1883.
In US 1885. • Clothing merchant, mfr, Toronto. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1938.

Dunn, Jacob; b. Poland, July 18 1883.
To US 1902. • Mfr, Zionist ldr, communal worker, NYC; fdr Fed of Am Zionists, Zionist Org of Am, Sons of Zion; active Jewish Center. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1928, 1938.

Dunn, Morris S; b. Yanova, Lithuania, Jan 26 1866.
Health Commr, New Britain, CT; delegate 1st Am Jewish Cong; active Zionist & communal orgs. • See: *WWIAJ*, 1928.

To US ca 1936. • U Berlin, AM U Frankfurt, PhD U Basel. • Political scientist, government advisor on refugees, NYC; faculty Grinnell
To US 1912. • BA, PhD U Toronto. • Physical chemist, author, Schenectady with General Electric. • See: AJYB, 24:133; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWWIA, 3; NYTimes, July 8 1954, 232.

Duschnik, Ben; b. near Minsk, Aug 15 1897. To US 1914. • BA, MA, PhD U MI. • Mathematician, Ann Arbor; MI; faculty U MI; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938.


Dvilinsky, Beatrice; b. Chelsea, MA, Nov 2 1908. BS Teachers Coll (Boston). • Kindergarten tchr, childrens author & illustrator, Roxbury, MA. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Dworkis, Martin Bernard; b. NYC, June 14 1919; d. NYC, Aug 20 1965. AB, AM U MI, PhD NYU. • Educational admir, social scientist, NYC; pres Borough of Manhattan Community Coll; faculty Brooklyn Coll, Hunter; officer professional socs; bd NY Civil Liberties Union; active Democratic-Libertarian politics; author in field. • See: AJYB, 67:534; WWLAJ, 4; NYTimes, Aug 21 1965, 21:4.

Dworzak, Bertha Phillip (Mrs); b. Suwalki, 1860; d. NYC, June 5 1925. Philanthropist, communal ldr, NYC; tdr, pres Home of the Daughters of Jacob; active Heb Immigrant Aid Soc. • See: UJE; AJYB, 28:150; NYTimes notice of memorial, Nov 9 1925, 19:4.

Dyczek, John Alexander; b. Lithuania, 1867; d. 1939. To US 1900/1901. • US labor ldr; officer ILGWU; active opponent of left wing unionists (left union as a result). • See: EF; Fink, 90.

Dyer, Isadore (Isidore); b. Dessau, Germany, 1813; d. Waukesha, WI, 1888. To Baltimore as child. • TX pioneer, philanthropist, Galveston; creator of communal instns. • See: JE; UJE.


Dyer, Leon; b. Alrey, Germany, Oct 9 1807; d. Louisville, 1883. To Baltimore at an early age. • Acting mayor, Baltimore; fd Jewish congregation (San Francisco); Mexican War service. • See: JE; UJE.

Dykstra, Moses W; b. near Vilna, 1885; d. NYC, Mar 10 1933. To US 1916. • Sculptor; specialty: busts of noted Americans. • See: UJE; AJYB, 35:123; NYTimes, Mar 11 1933, 21:8, Mar 13 1933, 12:4.

Dym, Aaron; b. Sanok, Poland, Feb 7 1896; d. June 5 1951. To US 1925. • U Budapest. • Rabbi, NYC; with Fedn of Orthodox Rabbis of Am, Political Action Com for Palestine. • See: WWLAJ, 3.

Dymov, Ossip (Joseph Perelman); b. Bialystok, Feb 17 1878/1879/1880; d. NYC, Feb 2 1959. To US 1913. • Imperial Academy of Forestry (St Petersburg). • Yiddish & Russian playwright, author; with Schildkrout Theatre; tdr Bialystoker Center & Home for Aged. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 24:133, 61:416; WWLAJ, 1928; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Feb 4 1959, 261.

Dzialynski, Morris A; b. Poland, 1841; d. Jacksonville, FL, 1907. To US as a boy. • Mayor, municipal judge, pioneer settler, Jacksonville, FL; pres synagog; Civil War Confederate service. • See: UJE.